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London Bridge BID
Company:
The challenge
London Bridge BID Company is responsible for looking after the London
Bridge Business Improvement District. They were looking for a company
that could offer innovative cleaning solutions to enhance the services already being offered by the local authority. They went out to tender for an
“Extreme Clean” service to be supplied on a regular, cyclic basis at different
locations within the district.

What did we do
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We tendered against 6 other companies, offering graffiti removal, poster/
sticker removal, gum removal, pavement washing, litter picking, vegetation
clearance, sign cleaning, general grime cleaning, supply of graffiti removal
kits and specialist coatings. We were chosen for our innovative approach,
flexibility and the best all round company who they felt could build a good
working relationship with.
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The outcome
We visit the London Bridge BID area every 3 months and carry out a
concentrated, deep clean of chosen areas. We survey and photograph the
area before and after the cleaning process with the client to decide/agree
what cleaning activities will benefit the area. After each visit we produce a
report telling the client how and when each cleaning activity took place
and make suggestions for any pro-active measure that can be put in place
to help keep the area looking cleaner. This contract is for 2 years.

March 2007 the London Bridge Business Improvement District signed a two year contract with
“ InCommunity
Clean to deliver twelve week long environmental cleaning blitz programmes in the London
Bridge area. This work involves high pressure street cleaning, litter picking, fly poster removal, graffiti
removal, street furniture painting and cutting back over-grown foliage. A detailed work plan is agreed
before the operation and a post inspection on completion. The BID is very happy with both the quality of
the work undertaken and the friendly and proactive approach of both Community clean management
and site staff.
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Shane Clarke,
Environmental Programme Manager - London Bridge Bid Company
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